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As one of the most effective missionary enterprises in the history

of the world one of the most successful and one of the most effective, eiay

eer-p-4--t4Ie-heofy-e-the-wei44-- and we want to see &tIiocx certain

very vital principles that entered into effectiveness, and places at which
it

this effectiveness could have been completely destroyed if we were not

for the careful supervision and guidance of our Lord. We have noticed front

yesterday certain principles which are vital in our 44 understanding x

the Old Testament and equally vital in our understanding the situation
could

today. We noticed that God weud-wIpe out the world ad*&&tcb of sin
for

wH'a wave of His hand, if He chose. He could completely demolish

it like you can step on it and put an end to it. But in the nature of the universe

r
that God has created/ in the nature of God as exsdcxx He exists, He

were for Himself,
could not have men who,'ár-e beings who would love Him xMX, beings who

were grateful to Him for what He had done for them, beings who were not

automatons, but living beings without the pxx possibility of sin. And so,

if we realize the terrible nature of the sin, we do not have questions how

could there be misery in the world,. If there is God I question, how can there be

less than five times of misery?' there is, when sin is terrible and widespread

as it Is. And if we realize the nature of sin and its power and its subtlety,

we will rt look for it in ourselves, and constantly see how God wants us to

improve and find the areas of sin in our s lives that we have not realized

before which may be cutting down our czucx effectiveness and holding

us back the progress in the Christian life, and at the same time I think

it will lead us to be a little bit more tolerant than others because it is so

easy for us to be look at them and say, they ought to be purged, but no
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